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Documents Published

• Model document (Proposed Standard)
  – RFC 5812

• Protocol document (Proposed Standard)
  – RFC 5810

• MIB document (Proposed Standard)
  – RFC 5813

• SCTP document (Proposed Standard)
  – RFC 5811
Documents Almost completed

• Applicability statement (Informational)
  – Version 8 released Feb 2010
    • Re-did WG last call because we changed small
text to not preclude CECE
  • Completed WG LC
    – Publication initiation after Anaheim
• Implementation report
  – WG LC completed on March 22
    • Publication initiation after Anaheim
Documents Need to be completed

- Formal definition of controlled objects (Informational)
  - Version 01 released Mar 2010
Whither ForCES?

- LFBLib (Informational)
  - Weiming to present
- There is some strong sentiment that CECE effort is needed to “complete” ForCES
  - Ken to present a strawman
  - We do not need a re-charter for this work